Abstract

In an unprotected environment of Wireless Sensor Network, the authentication scheme for multicast secure communication has to be designed with limited usage of resources and computation. In Multicast Authentication Based on Batch Signature-Enhanced (MABS-E) scheme, a tree construction to counteract the Denial of Service (DoS) attack requires latency at the sender. This authentication latency leads to the jitter effect on real-time applications at the receiver. In few applications, user mobility is considered for authentication process. And also, due to user mobility, the sensor node is compromised. This paper proposes a technique called Batch based Selective Bin Verification (BSBV), which avoids the construction of merkle tree. It reduces latency and allows the receiver to tolerate DoS attack even in the case where the attack fails to be detected. In order to prevent to compromise a node, re-authentication scheme is employed, can prolong the lifetime of the sensor network is provided. The number of
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inspections of each packet is decreased when binning technique is used. In BSBV technique, the packet failure rate is decreased to 0.01 from 0.04 because all are verified with the batch verification, when the chosen bin is two. The Packet Delivery Ratio is 82.95% when fifteen malicious nodes are presented.
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